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TECHNICAL NOTE 2539
APPLICATION OF VARMTIONAL METHODS TO ‘IRANSONICFLOWS
WITE SHOCK WAVES
By Chi-Teh Wang and Pei-Chi Chou
SLIMMARY
Variational methods for the approximate solution of subsonic and
transonic flows of a compressible fluid before the occurrence of shock
waves have been carried out in previous papers. me methods fail as
soon as the s’hockwaves occur as the flow behind the shock waves now
becomes rotational and has variable entropy. Stice most transohic.flows
are accompanied by shoc$ waves, a method which allows for shock waves
and variable entropy is necessary for the study of such flows. By
modifying Bateman’s variational principle for irrotational flows, it is
shown that a variational principle for flows with rotation and variable
entropy can be obtained. Byapplytig this variational principle to the
regions of flow behind shock waves and Batemants original principle to
the other regio~ in the fluid, shock equations can he directly obtained.
A procedure for computing numerical solutions for such flows is suggested,
and a numerical example is carried out. At high Mach number above a
certain limiting value, the results show that irrotatiotil flow fails.
However, by inserting shockwaves and allowing a Part of the flow to be
rotational; computation indicates that soluti& e~ists again.
INTRODUCTION
In previous papers (references 1 to 7) the senior awbhor
associates have succeeded h applying the variational methods
study of subsonic and transonic flows of a compressible fluid
and his
to the
past
arbitrary bodies before the occurrence of shock waves. Numerical examples
were carried out in the case of the flow past a circular cyltider, an
elliptical cylinder, a Kaplan bump, a spherej and an ellipsoid. The
results were found to check excellently with those computed by other
methods. These results indicate that the variational method will give
good approximations to flows past either thick or thin bodies and at
both low and high Mach numbers. The method as formulated, however, can
only be applied to Lrrotational flpws. As soon as shockwaves occur the
method fails because the flow behind the shocks then becomes rotational.
As most transonic flows are accompanied by shockwaves, different methoti
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which allow the rotationality of the flow as well as variable entropy
must be formulated if any significant results are to be obtained from
the studies of such flows.
A reexamination of Bateman’s variational prim.~ples (reference 8)
tidicates that with some modification the principle in terms of the
stresm function ~, which was originally formulated f-orirrotational
flows, can also be applied to rotational flows with entropy change. The
resulting variational integral is the same as the one recently obtained
by Lin and Rubinov (reference 9). In the study of transonic flows this
tite.gralis to be applied in the region of flow after shockwaves and
the origtial Bateman inte~al in the other regions. It can be shown
that the shock equations are directly obtainable from these principles.
With the variational principles obtained, a direct method for the approxi-
mate solution of transonic flow with shock waves may again be formulated
“followingthe Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. The actual carrying out of such
a method however was found too laborious. Instead, Galerkints method
may be used which shortens the numerical work to a great etient. In
this report approximate solution in the case of the transonic flow past
a circular cylinder has been carried out. The re~’altsshow that when
the Mach number increases to a certain Mniting value without alJ.owing
for shock waves the variational method does not have a solution. This
probab3y indicates the breakdown of the irrotational flow. By allowing
the occurrence of shock waves, solution sgain exists.
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SYMBOLS
velocity of sound
undetermined parameters
specific heat at constant pressure and volume,
respectively
constants
Mach number (q/a)
normal distance
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Subscripts
x9Y>rJG
s
o
3
pressure
magnitude of velocity vector, with components u
and V
entropy
velocity component in x-direction
velocity component in y-direction
coordinates of a point in the fluid
isentropic exponent
(1)Cp Cv
velocity potential function
stream function
mass density
rotation of flow
velocity of undisturbed stream
l
denote differentiation in corresponding direction
isentropic stagnation conditions for undisturbed
stream
conditions of undisturbed stream
GOVERNING DD?FERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND 130UNDARYCONDITIONS
Consider a steady two-dimensional flow passing a cylinder of
arbitrary shape. Most aerodynamic problems are concerned with either
flow from rest or flow which is parallel and uniform at infinity. In
such cases before the occurrence of shock waves the flow is irrotational.
As the speed of the flow increases, shock waves occur. For example, the
. flow past an airfoil is shown in figure 1. The flow is assumed to be
subsonic at iqfinity. Because of the presence of the airfoil, if the
Mach number of the flow is sufficiently high there will be a region of
supersonic flow near the surface of the airfoil, as shown by the dotted
.—
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lines in the figure. Shock waves will occur at some points on the
surface in these supersonic regions and will terminate in the flow
2539
.
where local Mach n~ber is eqm-l to 1. Then in the region efiending
to infinity behind the shock waves and bounded by the stream lines
passing through the points where the shock terminates, the flow is
rotational and with variable entropy. For convenience, this region
will be denoted by D2, and the region outside D2, by D1. Then
in D1 the following equations must be satisfied:
(1) The two equations of motion
u% + y = -q+
. Uvx + Wy = -py/P
where u and v are the velocity components
p the density, and p the pressure, and the
(1)
I
J
in the x- and y-directions,
subscripts X and y
indicate partial differentiation in the corresponding direction.
(2) The equation of continuity
(Pu)x+ (Pv)y= o
(3) The equation of state
P = CIPY
where c1 is a constant and 7 is the ratio of
subscript s is used to indicate the stagnation
(4) The irrotationalitycondition
Uy - Vx=o
(2)
(3)
specific heats. If the
conditions,
/
c1 = p8 PS7.
(4) ‘
—. ——. —.— .— —
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With aid of equation (4), equation (1) can be integrated to give
P 2
(
+%
67- l)p 2
where q2 2+#andc2=U is another
The boundary conditions are that at
=
C2 (5)
constant.
l
infinity the velocity components
u and v are equal to the given values, and on the solid boundary of
the airfoil the normal ccmponent of the velocity vanishes.
In region I@ the flow becomes now rotational and the entropy S
is no longer a constant. Here the governtig differential equations are
as follows: Equation of motion (1) and the
are still valid. The equation of state has
following form:
P = c~eslc~py
where Cv is the specific heat at constant
constant. The energy equation is
.
Usx+vsy=o
equation of continuity (2)
to be changed to the
(6)
volume and where C3 is a
(7)
For flows derived from isentropic irrotational flows by a shock, there
is the so-called condition of isoenergetic flow
77+W+$=C2 (5a)
where C2 is a constant throughout the flow, before and after the shocks.
This equation is then identical to equation (5); it implies equation (7)
when equations (1) and (2) are satisfied.
The boundary condition at the solid body is the same as before; that
is, the normal component of v-elocitymwt be zero. The condition at
infinity, however,-is no longer the same, because if the velocity were “
.—
———. —— . —— —
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constant at infinity the flow would again be irrotational. The correct
boundary condition in‘this case is that the pressure must be a constant
at infinity.
Since the flow in a part of the domain is”rotational, the velocity
potential p obviously cannot be.used and it iS convenient to introduce
h such cases the
Equation (7)
each strepline.
following form:
stream function ~ defined by
pu = ty
1
indicates that
The entropy S
pv = -w- I
(8)
A J
the entropy S is a constant along
can therefore be written in the
s = c~f(v)
and the equation of state (6) as
P= c3ef(w)p~
(9)
(lo)
With some calculation, the rotation of the flow may be written in terms
of V as follows:
m=vx-uy
(11)
c3p7ef(V)f’(*)/(7’- 1)=
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Instead of studying the boundary-value problems as formulated in
the preceding paragraphs, it is sometties more convenient to study the
associated variational problems, especially when the exact solutions of
the differential equations are very difficult to obtain.’ ti such cases,
.
--
.
——— ---—
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approximate methods of solution such as the Rayleigh-Ritz method and
the Galerkin method will be extremely useful.
For irrotational flows, two variational principles were given by
Bateman (reference 8), one in terms of the velocity potential and the
other in terms of the stream function. The first one is more suitable
for studying the flow passing arbitrary bodies and has been used by the
senior author and his associates in
ences 1 to 7. In the present case,
expressed in terms of ~ should be
If the pressure is
computing such flows in refer-
the second principle which is
used.
P =F(P) - PF’(P) (12)
where F(p) is some function of P and the prime indicates differentia-
tion, the variational integral is
J1 =~~(p] + ‘W: :;~]dx dy (13)
in which p and ~ are to be varied tidependently.
Equation (12) is a differential equation of the Clairaut type.
Ifp= C1P7) Clpythe solution of equation (12) is F(p) = c2p -n
The integral J1 then becomes
J[
CIP7 1(*X2+vy )~~yJl = Czp - — +Y-1 2p (14)
The condition that 5J1’= O then leads to
*
. . —.——
_.-. —— —..———.
——. - —-
8
where the last integral is
line integral is zero, the
equations
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taken on the boundary of the domain. If this
condition 5J1 = O leads to the following
L*2+V2+ 7 P
(2p2 x )Y n:=ca
(*x/”)x+ (~y/”)Y = 0
as the Ner equations in the calculus of variation. The first equation
is the Bernoulli equation and the second is the condition of irrotation-
ality.. The condition of continuity is satisfied automatically by intro-
ducing the stream function ~. Thus if the line integral is equal t~
zero the vanishing of the first variation of J leads to the desired
differential equations. If the line integral is not zero, as in similar
cases discussed in references 1, 2, 6, and 10,,the value of the integral
must be subtracted from L5J1 and J1 should be modified accordingly.
It is interesting to note that although the variational integral (13)
is formulated by Bateman for irrotational flow only, it is also valid
for rotational flow if in equation (I-2) F(p) is replaced by F(P,S)
and is solved from the correct equation of state, equation (6) or (10).
In this case
F & f(’0p7
-pz’c3e
The solution of this differential equation may be written as
c3ef (*)py
F(P,S) = C2” -
(7 - 1)
and a variational in&~al for the rotational flow
be written as follows
(15)
after shock waves may
—
——. . . .. . ..
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This is the same integral recently obtained by Lin and Rubinov (refer-
ence 9). As before, the condition &J2 = O leads to
J
J
—
7c#10p7-1 ‘1($X2 +~2) 5P tidyC2 - (7-1) - 2P2—
9
The last integral is again taken on the boundary of the domain. If this
integral is zero, there result
@L212+
2P2 (7 :l)P = ‘2
(*x/13)x+ (iy/P)y= -c, f’;e:(:) f,(v) (17)
as the Euler’s equations. The first equation is the.ener~ equation
and the second equation is the rotation equation (11). With the aid
the second equation, the equations of motion (1) can be derived from
first equation as follows: Writing the first equation in a slightly
different form,
* c3e
f(4jp7-1 + ;(U2 + #) = C2
Differentialing it with respect to x,
f(w)p7-2px + * c3ef(v)p7-lft(v)wx +yc3e
(5a)
of
the
(18)
uu.+wx=o
—
~— .—— ————- ----
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Since p = c3ef(v)p7,
%/P = 7c3ef(W)p7-2
f(lj&-lft(v)tx
px + c3e
Substitution in equation (.18)results in
(19)
AS c3p7ef(*)f’(~)1(7 - 1) = Vx - ~ and ~ wx = v, equation (19) is
identical to the equation of motion m the x-direction. Similarly,
differentiation of equation (17) with respect to y results in the other
equation of motion.
SHCX2KCONDITIONSAS A RESULT OFVARIA!I’IONALPRINCIZ’LE
In discussing the mathematical formulation of the
as shown in figure 1 may be put tito a simplified form
ure 2, where Dl and D2 denote the regions when the
tional and rotational, respectively, and c14 is the
problem, the flow
as shown in fig-
flow is irrota-
shock wave plus
the common boundary. The variational principle is that
5J=5J~+bJ2=o
leads to the desired differential equations in the corresponding domain.
Here
‘(*2)P27
1[
ce3 1(WJ+W#)J2 = C2P2 - +D2 (7-1), 2P2 dx dy (20)
.
. ..—— -— —— —
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where as shown
and J2 over
in the above expressions J1 is integrated over
?2; PI,~l and P2>*2 indicate that P and ~
different functions in the domains D1 and D2; and the func-
tions Pl, P2, tl, and $2 are to be varied independently.
condition 5J = O therefore leads to
t u&l_jq~/p++(’by/p,)~%dX d, +
c3p2~ef(V2)f’(*2)
1[D2 (7 - 1) 1+(%x/p2)x + (%.432)” 5~2 ~~ dY
J
1 aV1 5V1 da +.—
% pl an
11
D1
are
The
+
Consider the line inte~als first. On a part of Cl and C2 where
the boundary is the surface of the body, ~1 and $2 are equal to
the chosen constants. Then 5*1 = 5.*2= O, and the first two line
integrals are zero. These integrals may not be zero when taken over
the other parts of the boundaries. In such cases, the values of the
integrals must be subtracted from 5J and J must be modified accord-
ingly. On the shock waves, if
.
(4P1)FWW” w2w2iw (21)
—-—.—— .—
—z— .—— —.- ...
12
and
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(22)
the third integral vanishes. Condition (21) requires the velocity
components tangent to a shock wave to he the same h passing through
the shock. Condition (22) is the continuity equation in crossing a
shock wave. On the common boundary, since it is a streamline,
6q~ = 5*2 = o and the ltie titegral vanishes.
When the line integrals are zero or modified to be zero, the
follo~ Euler equations are obtained from the well-known rules of the
Calculus of Variation. They are
Ypl + (-$-ha+*1V2)
(7 - l)P~
=c2 inD1 (23)
2P12 .
Equations (23) and (24) indicate that the energy in the fluid remains
unchanged in crossing a shock wave. With equations (23) and (25) and
eqwtions (24) and (26), the equation of motion can be ‘derived;that is,
the momentum of the flow also remains the same in crosstig a shock. The
centinuity equation is already
the condition of 5J = O, all
sxe obtained.
given as equation (22). Therefore, from ‘
the conditions h crossing a shock wave
.— —.—
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SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC FLOWS PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER
BEFORE ~CURRENCE OF SHCCK WAVZS
As a first step to the solution of transonic flows with shock waves,
the flow before the occurrence of shock waves will be considered. The
variational integral J contains two variables, p and $. Numerical
calculation may be carried out by following the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure.
Unlike the cases considered in references 1 to 6 where the velocity
potential .9 is used, the labor involved in the computation by taking ~
and p as variables in the Rayleigh-Ritz method becomes excessively
large. Instead, Galerkin~s method was found to be much more simple
in this case. The application of Galerkin~s method to compressible-
flow problems has been discussed in detail in references’3 and 4 and
can be briefly outlined as follows: First the variables ~ and p
,arewritten in the form of series which satisfy the boundary conditions
but with undetermined parameters, such as
where & and ~ are the undetermined parameters. Then &
and & are determined from the conditions
dxdy=O (28)
With ~ and ~ determined, eqwtions (27) give an approximate solu-
tion to the
It was
shock waves
problem.
found, however, that near the limiting Mach number where
are about to occur, the p-series converges rather slowly and
l
..—. .— —... __
.—-
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many parameters have to be used. The amount of work involved in the
integration and in the solution of the resulting simultaneous equations
with many parameters again becomes very great. A modified Galerkin
method has been tried and it was found possible to reduce much of the
numerical work. The method is essentially as follows: Instead of
determtiing ~ by Galerkinrs method, these parameters ~an be solved
h terms of ~ from the Bernoulli equation:
/
(W2- ~ ,7+1). $-$-$+$:)=0 (30) .
by the method of equal coefficients. The parameters ~ then become
the only unknowns and they are determined by the Galerkin method.
In the case of two-dtiensional flow past a circular cyltider,with
unit radius the boundary conditions are at r=m:
P=PO
(’WO+2 + (v/Po)z = U2
l
andatr=l
$*=O
Consider the case where the circulation is zero. The flow must then
be symmetrical with respect to both the x- and y-axis. The boundary
conditions and the conditions of symmetry are satisfied if ~ and p
are assumed in series of the following forms:
.
and (p=pol+ )52 L Co:iym=l n=o (32)
,
.— -——. —— —
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Taking two parameters in ~, equation (31) becomes
15
[)~=poU r-~ Sill , +A1#- $) s~ , +“A13($-$) ‘h ~ (33)
Substituting equation (33) into equation (30) and equating the coeffi-
cients of 1
~
‘lo =
’11 =
’12 =
‘In =
B
20 =
B
21 =
B22 =
’23 =
and cos ne, there result
o
%
M. - (1’11 )‘A13-1
2%
M. - 1’13
0 ifn>s
1 [(M02 2T %12 )-(‘1+5A13 - jlB 2+BU2HM02 - ~ 2 11
1 [(%2 1— -4A11 + 4A11A13- 4A13 - BllBUH%2-12 )
—— —.— ~. —___
—.
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. .
B24 =
‘2n =
B30 =
B31 =
’32 =
’33 =
’34 =
O if n>5
+ %.%22 +
%21-1r(— - ‘11B21 + ‘11B23 + %2B20 + ‘EB24)H + -$1%12 +
_L
1%%22)
[( 1(7 + 1)7 B112BE1 -BB11 23 +BB%2-1 )1222H+~ 8
1 E=—-B B +BB ) JH+&BB2’35 ~-& - 1 11 24, 12 23 8 11 12
.
1
[ 1-B BhH+~B 3J336-M 2-1 ~2-— 24 Ho
____-_ .. . ——
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‘3n =
’40 ‘
1;%,2%,2 + *,24)
[( s1 M02— . -4A112b2 -12 )(+ ‘11%3 - H =20B21B41 = + ‘21B22 + B22B23 +
‘23B24 + ~lB30 + ‘11B32 + %@31
12
Rll ’23 + ‘11B12B20+ ‘llB~B23 + *B~~B@24 +*BU2B21 +
1
LB 2B ) “+l)y(y (-2, 2B113E112‘$11BU341223 24 )1+
B42 .—%21-1 -3&A11A13 - (H$212+2B B20 22 + ‘21B23 + ‘22B24 ‘11B31 ++
+‘11B33 + ‘12B30 + ‘~B34)+ w*l:B20 ‘ *1322
(7 + l)y(y
(
‘2)~B 4+
24 2 11
‘llB12B21 +~B B B2111223 p122B22)
+ +
——. .—
—. —. _
18
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[(J343= * ‘= ‘20B23 + ‘21B22 + ‘21B24 + %1B32 + %B34 +
)+ (7 + 1)7%.2B31 + %B35 ~ (%~ 112B2~+ *112B23 +
‘llB12B20 +h B.B +L21.11222 )
2%JB@24 + ~B~2B21 + @~2B23 +
Bu
%21. 1[(
‘—-H& 2 222 + %@24 + ‘21B23 + ‘11B33 + ‘11B35 + ‘~2B33 +
B
45 M& 1 [(
‘—-HB B -
21 24 + ‘22B23
)
+ ‘llB34 + ‘11B36 + ‘12B33 +
’46 = ~ [(
-H h2 232+BB 22 24 +BB ~34 +~~ 2B11 35 +B B ) 2 (411 24+
%B
)2 l-l@23 ‘&E2B23
+ (7 + 1)7(7 - 2) 3
24
“( 1
~B112Bw2
B47 . —I& 1 [( )‘H ‘23B24 + ‘UB35 + &&LZ ~11BuB24 . ~ 2B( )41-223+
J7 + 1)7(7
24
~1
- 2) &llBu3
.
.—
————— . _____
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8
’48 = %21. ~[(
-H LB
)2 242 + ‘DB36 + Y(+B=2B2J
(Y +1)7(7
(1
- 2) +uk
24
B4n=0 ifn>9
M02
where H= —-7(7 +1)-2 For given free-stream
2 2(7 - 1) “
(34)
+
Mach number and 7,
the ~!s are now expressed in terms of All and A13. In the
numerical example, 12 -ters are taken in the p-series which seems
to give satisfactory convergence at high Mach numbers.
,
The condition of tirotationality is now the only differential
equation remaining to be satisfied. In terms of ~ and polar coordinates,
equation’(h) becomes
prI$r+ w- ,(A~) = O
,
where
(35)
The Galerkin equation for determining
W3e
7
the parameters ~ is:
———.. —- = . ..—
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Nith the two parameters All ~d J313 ~ $, equation (36) becomes:
.
+ ~e%
—. ]( )P(A*) 1 - ~ sin0dE3dr=0 (37).2
Carrying oti the integration and taking 7 = 1.405 the following
equations are obtained for different values of ~. The parameters
taken in the p-series are %1> %?) %20> %!1> %22~ %3Y 1330>
B31) ’32) ’40) ’41$ ‘d ’42” ~~ith‘hese ‘~’s ‘here ‘esdt
at ~ = 0.3:
#
0.’7914166A11+ 0.0148886A13 = -0.0529632 + 0.001137~11A13 -
O.0290381A112- 0.035315%132+
0.0281J+07A112A13- 0.0368037A11A132-
0.026577All3- 0.0537032A133
-O.Ok16032All+ 2.1JS3662A13= 0.0565330- 0.0524T~lA13 -
2 ~ 0.0516919A132-0.004&65All
0.0426662A112A13+ 0.0614285A11A132+
0.01821~A113 - 0.0776527A133
_ .— ..——-— -—---
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At ~ = 0.4:
0.8939~&411 - 0.02930k5A13 = -0.1386222 - 0.036337QA A
11 13 -
0.020820%112 - 0.1594151A132 +
0.0557317A112A13 - 0.1400827A11A132 -
0.0837686A113 - 0.168511u133
.0.1165173A11 + 2.2i6840W13 = 0.1313933 - O.1k62311.A11A13-
0.1092484A112 - 0.2046769A132 -
0.053295A112A13 + 0.324TT5TA11A132 +
0.05918UAll 3 - 0. 189XJ2M133
At MO = 0.48:
1.058~3A11 - 0. 079280&q3 = -0.3375697- 0. 0768956Al:A13 -
0.030879A112 - 0.7005271A132+
0.05&232A112~3 + 0.36223&llA132 .
o.078631aA113 - 0.190489ui133
-0.2295625A11+ 2.2151U2A13= 0.2795736- 0.7384032AA
11 13 -
0.2272091A112- 0.9122836A132+
0.210~/M112A13+ 1.067WAllA132
o.1269145A113 - 0.I&676&133
—- . ..
—.— .. . .
--—— —,
—.
+
22
At M. = 0.5:
IIACATN 2539
1.0588045A11- 0.0943964A13= -0.4354569-0.074403&11A13 -
0.0687631A112 - 1.0282597A132 -
0.0279679A112A13+ o.3~25A11A132 +
1.236569A~l3 - 0. 5792328A133
I
-0.2586206A11 + 2.154374%13 = o.3471313 - o.9668059A11A13
0.28968-04A112- L2930194A13’ +
0.4529877A112A13+ 1.7020295A11A132+
0.1361617A113. 0. 386g221.A133
approxl-These equations can be solved by the method of successin
mation as outlined in references 1 and 2. The parameters at various
Mach numbers and the computed maxtium velocities at these Mach numbers
are shown in table I. These values show good agreement with those
obtained by other approximate methods. At ~ = 0.5 the method of
successive approximation fails, and it was found by graphical method
that these equations do not have a solution. This agrees with a previous
investigationas reported in reference Twhere the velocity potential p
was used. This indicates that the flow is no longer irrotational and
shock waves have probably appeared. The ltiiting free-stream Mach
number is between 0.48 and 0.5. This value is probably too high because
only two parameters in V are used. This fact has been discussed in
reference 7.
To get an idea of the convergence of the $- md P-series, the values
of maximum velocities and p at ~ = 0.48 are computed and listed in
tables II, III, and IV. ‘The p-series does not appear to be convergent
when the psmmeters ~ are added one by one, but if these parameters
are added by the ~oup the series becomes convergent. This can be seen
by comparing the values of p and the maximum velocities with various
numbers of ~ts as given in tables II and 111.
—
——-—- —
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TRANSONIC FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYZINDER WITH SHOCK WAVES
When the free-stream Mach nuder reaches 0.5 there is no solution
to the equations obtained by assuming irrotational flow in the entire
domain. Shock waves probably have occurred. Thus the flow is irrota-
tional only in the region before the shock waves or D1 and becomes
rotational in the region behind the shock waves D2. The approximate
solution according to the modified Galerkin method can be carried out
as follows:
.
(1) The locations and the obliquity of the shock waves are first
assumed from the best evidences available.
(2) When the assumed shock waves are hserted in the flow, the
domains D1 and D2 are thus defined. In the region Dl, the flow
is still irrotational. The boundary conditions are that the velocity
at infinity is equal to the undisturbed velocity and on the surface of
the body vl must be equal to a chosen constant. The values of *1
and P1 may be assumed in the same form as in the case before the shock
waves occur. The parameters & and ~ are determined from the -
motified Galerkin method. The only difference between the present case
and the previous case is that in this case the integrals are to be
extended only in the region D1 instead of the entire flow region.
(3) The entropy distribution S = cvf(w) in the flow after the
shock is to be assumed next. From the flow conditions before the occur-
rence of shock waves, a good approximation of f(~) maybe found by
rough preliminary calculations.
(4) The boundary condition at infinity of the flow after the shock
is that p is equal to the constant pressure Po. With f(~) assumed,
PO(X,Y) can be computed from equation (10) and the velocity distribution
from equation (5a).
(5) With the above boundary conditions and the condition that *1 = W2
on the assumed shock waves and common streamlines”of D1 and D2, *2
and P2 are then assumed h the forms of series with undetermtied param-
eters. These parameters can again be determined by the modified Galerkin
method.
. (6) After th&e undetermined constants in $1 and W2 are computed,
.
the values of @/P~) (b~llan) and (1/P2)(8*21%) at the shock waves
,
—. —— .——— —— —
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can be found and f($) is calculated. If
to (1/.2)(%/~)
(@ (*,/an) is not equal
and f(~) found is not the same as f(~) assumed,
as is’gen”er”allythe case, adjust the locations and the obliquity of the
shock waves. Then based on the new position and shape of the shock waves,
assume a new f(~) and repeat the computations agqin until these values
check with each other in two consecutive cycles.
A numerical example will now be carried out. With V1 and pl as
assumed ih equations (31) and (32) and by taking 2 parameters All
and A13 in equation (31) and 12 parameters in equation (32), It was
. found that there does not exist a solution at ~ = 0.5. In refer-
ence 11 it is shown that when the shock waves first occur they are
almost normal shocks located near the 2oint of maximum velocity. As
a first approximation, assume that at ~ = 0.5 there are two normal
shock waves located at O = Ye/2 and 3fi/2 from r = 1 to r = 1.5.
The separating streamlines between the regions D1 and D2 are assumed
to be the same as the streamlines-inthe flow at ~ = 0.48 passing
through the points r = 1.5 and 0 = fi/2, 31-c/2.
To determine the parameters All and A13, integrals (37) and (38)
are to be extended in the above assumed region. This can be done by
taking first the integration over the entire flow region and then sub-
tracting from the resulting values the values of these integrals evalu-
ated in the region D2. The region D2 consists of two areas, namely,
a semicircular ring with r from 1 to 1.5 and 19 from m/2 to -Ye/2and
a symmetrical tail-shaped area. The dominating parts of the values of
the integals happen to be in the semicircular-ringarea where the
integration canbe carried out analytically. In the tail-shaped area,
analytical integrationbecomes rather laborious and numerical inte~ation
has been used.
2.0587564Al~ -
After subtraction, these two equations are
0.2021789A13 = -0.8773276 - 0.1912757A11A13
0.1931520A112 - 2.010768A132 +
.
.
0.34@d3A112A13 + 0.8948537A11A132-
0.0087952A11+ 9.2190418A133
—.
.
.— . —. . .. . .
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-0.3358554A11 + 5.2963361A13 = 0.7652748 - 1.7476647A1~A13-
25
0.4624384A112- 2.088238A132+
0.7361791A112A13+ 2.933634A11A132 +
0.3574436A113 - 7.1979434A133
While a solution does not exist before the integrals in D2 ~e sub-
tracted, solution of these equations now does exist. Solv3ng, there
result:
’11 = -0.437 %3 = 0.100
With these values of All “and A13, the point at 6’= n/2 with a’
unit local Mach number is computed to be at r = 1.6. This indicates
that the shockwaves probably would terminate at a value of r between
1.5 and 1.6, and the region D1 as assumed is a good approximation.
The boundary conditions for $2 and P2 are as follows:
At r =&, p = p. and therefore
Po -f(vz)
P27 =~e<
At r = 1, since ~1 is taken as zero,
To insure the vanishing of normal velocity,
%8=0
On the shockwaves and the common boundary,
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
.
..—.-.. —..
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Conditions
assumed in
(39), (40), -d (41) me satisfied if $2 ~d P2 ae
the following forms:
and
Note that ~2 becomes a function of y . r sin E) at r . m. The
Comtants cm are to be determined by the collation method in terms
of A’~ so that $2 = ~1 at a nunber of points on the shock waves
and the comnon boundary. With f(~,) assumed, Blm may be solved
in terms of Atm from equation (24) and the parameters A~m may
be calculated from equation (26) by using Galerkin~s method. A numeri-
cal example has been tried. It was found, however, that unless some
modern high-speed computing machtie is used the computation becomes
very lengthy.
(4.4)
. .
,
New York University
New York, N. Y., March 1, lg51
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TABLE I
I AT VARIOUS MACH NUMBERS
M. 0.3 0.4 0.47 0.48
.
’11
-0.0677 -0.1537 -0.296 -0.316
’13 0.0255 0.0404 0.088 0.087
P r= 1
~,
at o.82* 0.6972 0.3705 0.2680
e=goo
“~
r=l
Date
2.1972 2.2859 3.4870 4.5525
‘ 90°
4
.
—- —-— .. ..— —
.
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.
TABLE II
P—SERIES AT M. = O.~
BllB~
%0%1
%2%3
B3$31
B32B~
B4~Bl@
-0.316
0.074
%%?
-O.083e
o. 07@
B1lBU
%$21
%22%3
B3&31
’32
311B12
%%
Parameters
taken in
p series
%1%
%20
Bll
-0.490
I
-0.354
0.111’
0.278
4.550
0. 098( -0.390
0.091
0.293:
-o. 395(
o. 096(
o. 268[
3.790:
%
0.120%3
0.141 0. 26&0.694: 0.652:
2.376: 3.541( 4. 552!2.569[ 5.510
—.—. . ..—. -— —— ——. .—-—
.—. .— — —— —-
\ TABLE III
Convmwm?m OF P—sERJm AT M. = 0.48
hmber of
parmetera
taken in 1 2 3 k
~-series
(1)
r=l
+ ~’(j 2.3765 2.5698 5.5104 3.%1~
,g.@
5 G 7 0 9
).26850.2558 0.5187 0,3853 0,27*
?I.7WZ 3.9797 2.4557 3.2925 4,5503
10
0.037E
25.@XX
T11 12
+
).1520 o.26w
?.6966 4.3727
, .
I
31
TABLE IV
CONVERGENCE OF $ SERIES WITH
12 P~s IN p-mms AT ~ = 0.48
Parameters taken
’11 %*13in V-series I
P
r=l
at 0.1007 0.26&3
~
e = 90°
S at
r=l
13.5194 4.5525
u e = 900
-. .—— — .—.
.-. —. ———
—.
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D,
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Figure l.- Flow past an airfoil. # .
.
D,
Figure 2.- Simplified Gketch of flow past an airfoil.
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